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Penelitian ini adalah sebuah sebuah studi kasus mengenai kepercayaan 
guru tentang penggunaan materi otentik dalam mengajar listening dan praktiknya. 
Desain penelitian ini adalah sebuah studi kasus yang telah dilaksanakan pada 
sekelompok dosen di Universitas Muhammadiyah Surakarta.Tujuan penelitian ini 
adalah (1) untuk menggambarkan keyakinan guru terhadap penggunaan materi 
otentik dalam mengajar listening, (2) untuk menyelidiki bagaimana keyakinan 
guru direfleksikan dalam pengajaran di dalam kelas dan (3) untuk menyelidiki 
faktor-faktor yang membentuk keyakinan guru terhadap penggunaan materi otentik 
dalam mengajar listening. Data yang digunakan dalam penelitian ini berupa data 
qualitatif. Data diperoleh dari hasil kesioner, wawancara, obervasi, dan analisis 
dokumen. Hasil dari penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa (1) keyakinan guru 
terhadap penggunaan materi otentik dalam mengajar listening telah sesuai dengan 
teori, (2) beberapa keyakinan guru tidak terefleksikan di dalam kelas khususnya 
pada jenis materi otentik yang digunakan dan kriteria dalam memilih materi 
otentik dan (3) ada beberapa faktor yang membentuk keyakinan guru terhadap 
penggunaan materi otentik dalam pembelajaran listening seperti pengalaman guru 
sebagai pembelajar bahasa, pelatihan, dan pengalaman selama mengajar. 
 




This research is a case study on exploring EFL teachers’ beliefs on the use 
of authentic materials in teaching listening and the classroom practices. The 
design of the research is a case study that had been conducted in a group of 
lecturers at Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. This research aims to (1) 
describe teachers’ beliefs on the use of authentic material in teaching listening, (2) 
investigate how teachers’ beliefs are reflected in the classroom practices and (3) to 
investigate the factors that contribute to shape teachers’ beliefs on the use of 
authentic material in teaching listening The research data were collected in the 
form of qualitative data. Those qualitative data were obtained through 
questionnaire, interview, classroom observation and document analysis. The result 
of this research showed that (1) the teachers’ beliefs on the use of authentic 
materials in teaching listening were appropriate with the theories, (2) some 
teachers’ beliefs were not reflected on their classroom practices especially on the 
kinds of authentic materials and criteria for selecting authentic materials and (3) 
There were some factors that contribute to shape teachers’ beliefs on the use of 
authentic materials in teaching listening such as teachers’ experience as language 
learners, workshop and training, and teaching experience. 
 





Teachers have something to do with the success of students’ learning English. 
Virtually all English teachers have certain preconceived ideas or beliefs about 
how the best approach in English teaching. Thus, this study is an attempt to 
examine issues concerning teaching English in listening class with a particular 
emphasis on the role of teachers’ beliefs. 
Recently, there is a warm issue related to the discrepancy between teachers’ 
beliefs and the classroom practices. The discrepancy is affected by many factors 
such as the lack of teachers’ knowledge, learners’ low knowledge, time limits, 
institutional facilities and many others. According to Li & Yu’s work (2010) there 
is discrepancy between teachers’ beliefs and the classroom practices that mostly 
affected by teachers’ lack of PCK (Pedagogical Content Knowledge). Rashidi & 
Maghdam (2015: 271) also states that there is inconsistency between teachers’ 
beliefs and the classroom practices in Iran that affected by some factors such as 
learners’ low social and background knowledge and motivation, teachers’ low 
teaching skill, discrepancy between the activity in teachers’ book and learners 
background, educational system, time limits, teachers’ motivation, and 
institutional facilities. Relating to the phenomena above, it is very important to 
know the relationship and the consistency between teachers’ beliefs and the 
classroom practices.  
Johnson (1994: 439) argued that teachers’ beliefs play a critical role in how 
teacher learn to teach, how they interpret new knowledge about learning and 
teaching and how the knowledge is translated into classroom practices. Teachers’ 
belief is one concept that can lead positively and negatively in teaching practice. 
How important teachers’ beliefs in practice indicates that teachers’ beliefs are a 
central issue to know whether teachers’ beliefs and practices are discrepancy or 
not and why those beliefs are shaped. So, the success of teaching and learning 
process is not only influenced by teachers’ beliefs but also all of the teachers do in 
the classroom practices. 
According to Mandasari’s work (2015), her study just focuses on examining 
teachers’ beliefs on the use of authentic materials in teaching listening (involving 
the definition of authentic material, reason to use authentic material, the 
importance of authentic material, criteria for selecting authentic material, and 
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preference for particular authentic material) and the factors shaping to the 
teachers’ beliefs, while the main problem faced by mostly teachers is the 
discrepancy or inconsistency between their teachers’ beliefs and what they 
actually do in their class. The topic about knowing what the teachers actually do 
in their class related to their beliefs has been challenging enough to attract 
researcher’s attention. So, the researcher is interested to do a research focus on 
teachers’ beliefs and the classroom practices entitled “Exploring EFL Teachers’ 
Beliefs on the Use of Authentic Materials in Teaching Listening and the 
Classroom Practices”. The objectives of this research are to (1) describe teachers’ 
beliefs on the use of authentic material in teaching listening (it is involving 
advantages of authentic material, kinds of authentic material, criteria for selecting 
authentic material, material used in teaching listening, students’ response toward 
the implementation of authentic material and assessment in teaching listening 
using authentic material), (2) investigate how teachers’ beliefs are reflected in the 
classroom practices and (3) investigate factors shaping to the teachers’ beliefs. 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 
The research reported on this article was adopted the principle of case study. 
Creswell (2007: 73) case study is a qualitative approach in which the investigator 
explores a real-life, contemporary bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded 
systems (cases) over time through detailed, in-depth data collection involving 
multiple sources of information. Then, this research aims to investigate how 
teachers’ beliefs and the classroom practices on the use of authentic materials. 
This case study was conducted in Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. 
There were 2 lecturers involved in this research. It was carried out on May until 
January 2018. There were three phase during this research. The first phase was 
preparation which covers planning, observation, problem identification and 
writing proposal. The second phase was the research itself included collecting and 
analyzing the data. The last phase was writing report which was done on 
December to January2018.  
The data were collected through observation, interviews, questionnaires, and 
document analysis. Interview and questionnaire was conducted to get the data 
about teachers’ beliefs and factors shaping to the teachers’ beliefs.. The classroom 
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observation was carried out to obtain the data about the implementation of 
authentic materials in teaching listening. Meanwhile document analysis used for 
supporting the data got from the interview, questionnaire, and classroom 
observation. The data were analyzed by using Interactive Model developed by 
Miles and Huberman (1984) that consisted of four parts, namely: (1) data 
collection, in this step the researcher collects the data by doing interview, 
classroom observation, document analysis and spread the questionnaire, (2) data 
display, the researcher analyzed and displayed the data based on the aspect of 
authentic materials, (3) data reduction, researcher reduced unneeded data and (4) 
conclusion drawing and verification. For the validity of the data, researcher used 
triangulation. 
 
3. RESEARCH FINDINGS 
In this research finding, the researcher would like to present the result of the 
research. It is divided into three parts: (1) teachers’ beliefs on the use of authentic 
material in teaching listening, (2) the implementation of authentic material in 
teaching listening, (3) the factors contribute to shape the teachers’ beliefs. 
 
3.1 Teachers’ Beliefs on the Use of Authentic Material in Teaching Listening 
In this part, researcher would like to limit the aspect of teachers’ beliefs on 
the use of authentic material in teaching listening on three aspects; advantage of 
using authentic material, kind of authentic material in teaching listening, and 
criteria for selecting authentic material. 
1) Advantage of Using Authentic Material 
The first aspect of authentic materials was the beliefs on the advantages to use 
authentic materials in teaching listening. Based on the result of interview found 
that lecturers strongly believed that authentic materials brought many advantages 
for teaching and learning process especially for teaching listening such as made 
them easier to teach listening, motivated the students to listen the native speaker, 
trained the students’ pronunciation, made the students became more enthusiast 
and interesting in learning listening, provided opportunity to learn other culture, 
increased the students’ vocabularies and gave a real illustration toward the 
materials. These findings were supported by the data below:  
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Lecturer Hw believed that authentic materials made her easier to teach 
listening and it could motivate the students to listen the native speaker. 
 
“Of course it makes e easier to deliver the materials. I am an Indonesian and I have 
different dialect with Native Speakers. So, by listening Native Speakers, the students 




 November 2017) 
 
She also added that by using authentic materials, the students can be trained 
to speak up like a native speaker. The students can learn to speak up with a good 
pronunciation, vocabularies and structure. 
“Students can listen the native speakers speak up using English well in 
grammatically, pronunciation, vocabularies and structure. In addition, students can 
make a conversation based on material that they used.” 
(Interview/LecturerHw/R4/Saturday, 18
th
 November 2017) 
 
In addition, lecturer Sh believed that authentic materials gave a lot of 
advantages for the students. Those were (1) the students became more enthusiast 
and interesting toward the materials in the form of audio and video, (2) the 
students could learn more about the native’s culture, so they would get a lot of 
new knowledge by learning English using authentic materials and (3) the students 
also got many new vocabularies from the movie or videos (authentic materials) 
that had been played in the class. 
 
“Absolutely, there were a lot of advantages that gotten from the implementation of 
authentic materials. First, the students became more enthusiasts and interesting 
because the materials displayed not only in the form of audio but also in the form of 
video. So, they would get illustration clearly. The students also were taught to 
understand the other culture that was native’s culture. In addition, the students could 
increase their vocabularies by watching and understanding the videos given.” 
(Interview/LecturerSh/R5/Wednesday, 22
nd
 November 2017)] 
  
Lecturer Sh also stated the other advantages of using authentic materials in 
teaching listening. He believed that authentic materials were closer with our real 
life. It also gave a real illustration toward the materials. 
“Authentic materials is more striking, the real world is closer and not at shadow. It 
also gives us a real illustration about the materials that would be explained.” 
(Interview/LecturerSh/R4/Wednesday, 15
th
 November 2017)] 
 
Based on the data above, it can be concluded that both lecturers (lecturer Hw 
and lecturer Sh) have strongly belief toward the advantages of the implementation 
of authentic materials in teaching listening. They believed that authentic materials 
were important in teaching English, especially in teaching listening. It provided 
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cultural information and real language used by native speaker so that students 
could learn how the sound produced and pronounced well. 
 
2) Kind of Authentic Material 
The second aspect is the beliefs on the kind of authentic materials in teaching 
listening. Based on the result of interview and questionnaire, lecturers believed 
that they used many kinds of authentic materials in teaching listening such as 
audio, video, movies, songs, announcement, weather forecast, news forecast, TV 
commercials, slides, and poster. These findings were supported by the data below:  
Based on the result of interview showed that lecturer Hw believed that audio 
and video as the kind of authentic material that always she used in teaching 
listening.  
 
“I use audio and video”. (Interview/LecturerHw/R6/Saturday, 18th November 2017) 
 
Whereas the result of questionnaire showed that lecturer Hw believed that the 
use of different kind of authentic material such as movies, songs, announcement, 




Table 3.1 The Result of Questionnaire (Kinds of Authentic Material) 
No Authentic Material Lecturer Hw 
1 TV commercials - 
2 Quiz show - 
3 Movies √ 
4 Songs √ 
5 Newspaper articles - 
6 Slides - 
7 Radio - 
8 Poster - 
9 Announcement √ 
10 Weather forecast √ 
11 News Broadcast √ 
 
On the other hand, based on the result of interview showed that lecturer Sh 
believed that he was not only using audio and video but also using realia and 
movie. He believed that students paid more attention to song, videos and movies 




For example realia, song, videos and movies.” 
(Interview/LecturerSh/R6/Wednesday, 15
th
 November 2017) 
 
In addition, based on the result of questionnaire showed that lecturer Sh 
believed that he also used other kind of authentic material such as TV 
commercials, movies, songs, slides, poster and announcement. 
 
Table 3.2 The Result of Questionnaire (Kinds of Authentic Material) 
No Authentic Material Lecturer Sh 
1 TV commercials √ 
2 Quiz show - 
3 Movies √ 
4 Songs √ 
5 Newspaper articles - 
6 Slides √ 
7 Radio - 
8 Poster √ 
9 Announcement √ 
10 Weather forecast - 
11 News Broadcast - 
 
At this point, the findings showed that lecturer Hw believed that the use of 
audio and videos was effective in teaching listening. She also believed that 
teaching listening by using audio and videos did not take longer time. It could be 
done in one meeting. Meanwhile, lecturer Sh believed that the selection of 
materials depend on what objectives that the students need to achieve. However, 
students were likely to enjoy the class when they were taught using videos or 
movies. 
 
3) Criteria for Selecting Authentic Material 
The third aspect was the beliefs on criteria for selecting authentic material. 
Based on the result of questionnaire, lecturer Hw and lecturer Sh had the same 
belief in choosing the criteria for selecting authentic materials. Those were the 
level of students’ ability, the students’ need, the learning objectives, the students’ 
age, the students’ interest, social value, school environment, moral value, 
university facilities, and University facilities. The result of questionnaire could be 





Table 3.3 Criteria for Selecting Authentic Material 
No 




1 The level of students’ ability √  
2 The students’ need √  
3 The learning objectives √  
4 The students’ age √  
5 The students’ interest √  
6 Social value √  
7 School environment √  
8 Moral value √  
9 School facilities √  
10 Students’ character building  √ 
 
Moreover, based on the result of interview, lecturer Hw believed that she 
used some criteria such as the clarity of the sound from the audio, appropriate to 
the students’ level and the material should meet the specific targets. 
 
“The first criterion is the clarity of the sound from the audio. Then, the audio should 
in accordance with the students’ level because when the students graduate they 
should meet the specific targets.” (Interview/LecturerHw/ R9/Saturday, 18th 
November 2017) 
 
Meanwhile, lecturer Sh had different belief on criteria for selecting 
authentic materials in teaching listening. Those criteria were the students’ level, 
the difficulty’s level, and emphasized on students’ center. The result of interview 
could be seen as follow: 
 
“It certainly based on the students’ level (for example for the students in listening 1, 
or in listening 2), the level of difficulties, and the level of complexities. I prefer 
focus on students’ center rather than teacher’s center. So, I am just as the facilitator 
in the class, just giving command, task and others.” 
(Interview/LecturerSh/R9/Wednesday, 15
th
 November 2017) 
 
In conclusion, lecturer Hw and lecturer Sh believed that any authentic 
materials should be able to provide something that students could learn from it. 
There were no best criteria in selecting authentic materials. However, the lecturers 
had almost the same criteria for selecting authentic materials in teaching listening. 
The criteria mentioned by the lecturers were the level of students’ ability, the 
students’ need, the learning objectives, the students’ age, the students’ interest, 
social value, school environment, moral value,  and University facilities, the 
clarity of the sound from the audio, the material should meet the specific targets, 
the level of difficulties and complexities, and emphasized on students’ center. All 
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of those criteria were good criteria to be consideration in selecting an appropriate 
authentic material in teaching listening.  
 
3.2 The Classroom Practices on Authentic Material in Teaching Listening 
In this part, researcher limited the aspect of classroom practices on the use of 
authentic material in teaching listening on three aspects; advantage of using 
authentic material, kind of authentic material in teaching listening, and criteria for 
selecting authentic material. 
1) Advantage of Using Authentic Material 
The implementation of authentic materials in teaching listening would always 
be expected to bring many advantages for both students and teachers. These 
advantages also experienced by lecturer Hw and lecturer Sh. Lecturer Hw 
believed that authentic materials could motivate the students to listen the native 




:  “Based on our material today, especially for unit 9, what    
learning you got?” 
Student : “We can learn some expressions used in job interview 
Lecturer Hw :  “Is this video can train your pronunciation well?” 
Student : “Yes ma’am, you correct our wrong pronunciation based on the 
native’s pronunciation” 
(Observation/LecturerHw/16 November 2017) 
 
The teaching learning process using authentic materials was running well and 
smoothly. The materials were delivered well by using audio and video and 
textbook as the supplementary material. Some students also were getting used to 
listen the native’s voice. The students also felt interested to learn the materials. In 
the middle of learning process, lecturer Hw asked the students to translate the 
dialogue and find the meaning of difficult words. This activity can increase the 
students’ vocabularies. 
 
Lecturer Hw :  “What do you think about the video?” 
Student : “It is interesting” 
Lecturer Hw :  “What you have learned from the video?” 
Student : “Some expression for giving services ma’am” 
(Observation/LecturerHw/22 November 2017) 
 
In addition, in lecturer Sh’ class, authentic materials also could increase the 
students’ vocabularies.   Lecturer Sh asked the students to translate the dialogue 
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and find the meaning of difficult words. In this activity, the students would find 
the meaning of difficult words and know the meaning of them. 
Lecturer  Sh :  “Based on our materials today, what learning you got?” 
Student : “We can learn a lot of vocabularies, especially in the term of 
biology” 
(Observation/LecturerSh/15 November 2017) 
 
Authentic materials also could increase the students’ concentration. When 
lecturer Sh played video about Rohingya then he asked the students to transcript 
the dialogue in the video. It needed a full concentration to listen a whole dialogue 
then transcript its conversation.  
 
Lecturer Sh :  “What lesson you get today” 
Student : “We should have full of concentration to listen the audio, 
because if we are less concentration we will lose the 
conversation” 
Lecturer Sh : “And how about your concentration today?” 
Student : “I can manage it, Sir” 
(Observation/LecturerSh/22 November 2017) 
 
In the previous meeting, lecturer Sh gave the students a task to sing Indonesia 
Raya song in English verse, and then he asked the students related to the task. As 
the result, authentic materials, especially song, could train the students’ 
pronunciation to be better. Some of students said that the task was difficult but it 
was really challenging for them. By imitating the voice of native speaker, the 
students’ pronunciation would be trained like native speaker’s voice. 
 
Lecturer Sh :  “What do you think about our task yesterday? How about the 
song?” 
Student A : “It is very challenging Sir, it is difficult enough to sing 
Indonesia Raya in English verse 
Lecturer Sh : “How about the others?” 
Student B :  “I think so, it is difficult to equate between the words and the 
tone of the song, but overall it is very interesting” 
Student C  “It can train our pronunciation well, Sir 
(Observation/LecturerSh/23 November 2017) 
 
In the next meeting, lecturer Sh played a comedy film then he gave the 
students assignment to find some speech act in that film. As the result, when 
lecturer asked the students about what they have learned from the film the 
students said that they could learn about the native’s culture.  
 
Lecturer Sh :  “How about the movie?” 
Student A : “It is very entertaining” 
Student B : “It is so funny, that’s a comedy film” 
Lecturer Sh :  “So, what you can learn from the film?” 
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Student C : “We can learn about native culture, for example it is impolite to 
call someone with the first name” 
(Observation/LecturerSh/29 November 2017) 
 
After he asked the previous question, then he asked about the students’ 
opinion about the materials he had delivered in the form of video and audio. The 
students said that they prefer to learn using video than audio because it gave a real 
illustration and did not make them bored. In addition, lecturer Sh also explained 
that authentic materials in the form of video can make the materials became 
clearer and easy to be understood. 
 
Lecturer Sh :  “In your opinion, is it better the materials in the form of audio 
or video?” 
Student  : “Of course video” 
Lecturer Sh : “Why?” 
Student  : “Because we can get illustration about the materials. It is more 
interesting and do not make us bored” 
Lecturer Sh : “ya, that’s right. Authentic material in the form of video can 
make our material became clearer and easy to be understood. If 
you do not understand about what the speakers say, at least you 
can catch the story by looking at the speakers’ body language” 
(Observation/LecturerSh/29 November 2017) 
 
Based on the implementation of teachers’ beliefs on the use of authentic 
materials in teaching listening could be concluded that the use of authentic 
materials brought some advantages in both classes, lecturer Hw’s class and 
lecturer Sh’s class. In lecturer Hw’s class, authentic materials are proven to 
increase the students’ vocabularies and could train the students’ pronunciation to 
be better. Meanwhile in lecturer Sh’s class, authentic materials brought some 
advantages such as (1) increasing the students’ concentration, (2) improving the 
students’ pronunciation, (3) introducing the native’s culture, (4) increasing the 
students’ vocabularies and (5) getting a real illustration about the materials. 
 
2) Kind of Authentic Material In Teaching Listening 
The second was the classroom practices on the kind of authentic material in 
teaching listening used by the lecturers. In teaching listening, lecturer Hw mostly 
used audio to deliver listening materials. 
Lecturer Hw :  “Open your book on unit 9. Please listen carefully the audio 
about Trying for Getting Job” 
Students : “Yes Ma’am” 
(Observation/LecturerHw/16 November 2017) 
 
Lecturer Hw :  “Well, today we will learn about New York Summer Festival, 
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listen carefully to the audio then do the exercises in your 
textbook on unit 13” 
(Observation/LecturerHw/18 November 2017) 
 
Besides using audio in delivering listening materials, lecturer Hw also used 
videos to teach listening. She used four videos about giving services at public 
place in teaching listening. 
 
*After playing video 
Lecturer Hw :  “What information you get from the first video?” 
Students : *Silent 
Lecturer Hw : “Our materials today are about giving services at public place. 
I have 4 videos about at the airport, on the plane. At the 
immigration and duty free goods. Listen carefully for each 
video then retell what you have learned” 
(Observation/LecturerHw/22 November 2017) 
 
On other hand, lecturer Sh used various kinds of authentic materials in 
teaching listening in his class. In the line with lecturer Hw, lecturer Sh also used 
audio and video to teach listening in the classroom. 
*After playing audio 
Lecturer Sh :  “What words you hear from the audio?” 
Student A : “Sardines, shrimps….” 
Lecturer Sh : “That’s good, anything else? What audio tells about?” 
Student B : “Anchovy..” 
Lecturer Sh : “The audio tells about A lecturer from a marine biology class. 
Let’s listen once more” 
(Observation/LecturerSh/15 November 2017) 
 
Lecturer Sh :  “First, I will check your task submission about Indonesia Raya 
song in English verse. There are 3 students who late for 
submitting the task. They are AgungNur, RichendyEka, and 
LukmanEfendi. 
Now, watch and understand to this video. It tells about A 
University lecture on history of the English language. You can 
write anything in your note. Remember I just play this video 
once. Are you ready?” 
Students : Ready Sir !!! 
(Observation/LecturerSh/23 November 2017) 
 
In addition, lecturer Sh was not only used audio and video in delivering 
listening materials in his class. He also used the other authentic materials such as 
movie and song.  
Lecturer Sh :  “Listen this Indonesia Raya song, just pay attention to the 
English verse” 
Student A : “O.K Sir” 
Lecturer Sh : “I will play this song twice, listen carefully” 
(Observation/LecturerSh/22 November 2017) 
 
*After playing a short movie 
Lecturer Sh :  “What do you think about this video?”  
Student A : “It is funny video” 
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  “Yeah that’s right. This is a short movie about how to learn 
English through comedy film. Now listen and then tell the 
story by your own words. just one paragraph” 
(Observation/LecturerSh/29 November 2017) 
 
Moreover, besides used authentic materials in teaching listening, lecturer Sh 
also used non-authentic materials in teaching listening. So, he combined both 
materials in teaching listening. 
 
Lecturer Sh :  “Have you copied the questions sheet for TOEFL exercises?” 
Student A : “We have copied Sir” 
Lecturer Sh : “Good. Now listen to the audio then do the exercises from 
number 1-30. 
(Observation/LecturerSh/17 November 2017) 
Lecturer Sh :  “Are you ready for doing IELTS Exercise?” 
Students : “Not yet Sir” 
Lecturer Sh :  “But you have to. Well there are two audios. The first 
recording for number 11-20 while the second recording for 
number 21-30. Listen the audio carefully then complete the 
blank space from number 11-30.  
(Observation/LecturerSh/25 November 2017) 
 
Based on the classroom practices above, it could be concluded that lecturer 
Hw used audio and video to teach listening, while lecturer Sh used audio, video, 
movie and song to deliver listening materials in the classroom. 
 
3) Criteria for Selecting Authentic Material 
The last was the classroom practices on the criteria for selecting authentic 
materials in teaching listening. Lecturer Hw and lecturer Sh chose the materials 
for teaching listening based on the students’ level. Lecturer Hw taught in the first 
semester, so she mostly prefer to use authentic materials in delivering listening 
materials in order to attract the students’ attention. In addition, she also really 
concerned to the clarity of the sound from the audio as the result the audio she had 
been played in listening class was clear and loud. 
 
Lecturer Hw :  “How was the audio? It is clear?” 
Students : “It is clear enough ma’am, but can you replay once more?” 
(Observation/LecturerHw/20 November 2017) 
 
Lecturer Hw :  “What do you think about the video?” 
Student : “It is interesting” 
Lecturer Hw :  “What you have learned from the video?” 
Student : “Some expression for giving services ma’am” 
(Observation/LecturerHw/22 November 2017) 
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In addition, the main criteria for selecting listening materials used by lecturer 
Hw was the materials should meet the learning objective. 
 
Lecturer Hw :  “This textbook is designed for the first semester, so it is very 
appropriate to your level and learning objectives.” 
(Observation/LecturerHw/16 November 2017) 
 
Meanwhile, lecturer Sh taught in the third semester so he preferred to use 
more complex materials such as movie and TOEFL exercises. Lecturer Hw also 
focused on students centered in teaching listening. It could be seen in the class, 
during the teaching and learning process lecturer only served as facilitator, while 
the most activities were done by the students. For example, lecturer Sh just played 
the video then asked the students to think critically. 
 
Lecturer Sh :  “Now, watch and understand to this video. You can write 
anything in your note. Remember I just play this video once. 
Are you ready? 
*After playing video 
Lecturer Sh : “Now, write 300-400 word about the content of the video. The 
paragraph written must tell the whole story from the beginning 
till the end of the content of video. Then submit your work. 
 (Observation/LecturerSh/23 November 2017) 
 
Next, he asked the students to make a summary based on the content of video. 
These activities showed that lecturer Sh was really implemented the students 
centered role in listening class. He also used other criteria like the material should 
be appropriate to the students’ level and students’ interest. 
Lecturer Sh :  “Why I give you IELTS exercises?” 
Students : “We don’t know sir” 
Lecturer Sh : “Yeah..now, you’re in the third semester. So it’s time to give 
you not only TOEFL exercise but also IELTS exercises, based 
on your level. 
(Observation/LecturerSh/25 November 2017) 
 
Checking students’ task 
Lecturer Sh :  “what do you think about our task yesterday” 
Student A : “It is very challenging Sir. It is difficult enough to sing 
Indonesia Raya in English verse” 
Lecturer Sh :  “How about the other?” 
Student B : “I think so. It is difficult to equate between the words and the 
tone of the song, but overall it is very interesting” 
(Observation/LecturerSh/23 November 2017) 
 
Lecturer Sh :  “In your opinion, is it better the materials in the form of audio 
or video?” 
Student  : “Of course video” 
Lecturer Sh : “Why?” 
Student  : “Because we can get illustration about the materials. It is more 
interesting and do not make us bored” 
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Lecturer Sh : “ya, that’s right. Authentic material in the form of video can 
make our material became clearer and easy to be understood. If 
you do not understand about what the speakers say, at least you 
can catch the story by looking at the speakers’ body language” 
(Observation/LecturerSh/29 November 2017) 
 
Moreover, when lecturer Sh taught listening using a movie, it was really 
attract the students’ attention and interesting. The students considered that 
listening materials in the form of a movie make them became more enthusiasts 
and did not bored to learn listening. 
 
Lecturer Sh :  “What do you think about our materials today?” 
Students : “It is fun. Sering-sering aja pak pakai materi film seperti ini” 
Lecturer Sh : “Kenapa?” 
Students : “Ya biar tidak bosan”  
(Observation/LecturerSh/22 November 2017) 
 
Based on the finding of classroom practices related to the criteria for selecting 
authentic materials could be concluded that lecturer Hw and lecturer Sh almost 
used the same criteria such as materials should be appropriate to the students’ 
level, students’ interesting, the clarity of sound and should be based on the 
students centeredness.  
 
3.3 Factors Contributing to Shape the Teachers’ Beliefs 
In this part, researcher explores the factors that affect teachers’ beliefs. Those 
factors are noticed; teachers’ experience as language learners, workshop/training 
and teaching experience. 
1) Teachers’ Experience as Language Learners 
All teachers have undergone a phase in which were learners and reflections 
about how they were contribute to forming their beliefs about teaching. The 
following is the evidence of teachers’ experience as language learners as the 
factor contributes to shape the EFL teachers’ beliefs on the use of authentic 
materials in teaching listening. 
 
“Experience when I studied in University is very impressive for me. I observed how 
lecturer taught the students and implemented it in my class. Then, I developed 
material and method that appropriate to my students’ need.” 




 According to the result of interview above, it can be seen that the Lecturer 
Hw’s experience when she was in college was very impression in her mind. She 
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had seen how her teachers taught in the class. From what they had done, she 
follows the way they teach. In addition, she also tries to be better in teaching the 
students in the university by developing the material and method in teaching 
English. Therefore, it as evidence that teachers’ experience as language learners as 
factor contribute to shape the teachers' beliefs on the use of authentic material in 
teaching listening.  
 The second evidence that teachers’ experience as factor contribute to shape 
the teachers' beliefs comes from Lecturer Sh. He stated as follow: 
 
“Of course my experience as language learner is very important for me. What I had 
received when I learned in the class, I do too when I teach in the class. I had a 
special experience from my lecturer when I studied in the university that very 
inspired me in teaching.” (Interview/LecturerSh/R, on Wednesday, November 22th, 
2017) 
 
 Based on the result of interview above, it can be seen that experience as 
language learner was very important to lecturer Sh. The way his lecturer taught in 
the class, he did too when he taught in his class. He also stated that that his 
lecturer’s teaching learning was so very impressive once that was very inspired 
him in teaching English. So, he followed his lecturer’s ways in teaching.  
 
2) Workshop/Training 
The second factors that affected the teachers’ beliefs to use authentic 
materials were joining workshop or training. The data were taken from interview 
and questionnaire. Lecturer Hw admitted that she ever joining some workshops 
about materials development in this last 3 years, but she could not mention the 
name of workshop. She also claimed that she had joined the workshops for about 
5 times (based on questionnaire’ result).  
 
 “Several times, but I do not remember the exactly time. For workshop about 
material development is rarely to be held.” (Interview/LecturerHw/R11) 
 




In other hand, lecturer Sh considered workshop as factor that affect his belief. 
He believed that since attending the workshop, he got experience on how to teach 
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students in a good way using authentic materials, how to conduct good teaching 
and learning and how to apply any knowledge he got in the class.  
“I ever joining the workshop, but it was long time ago. I got some educative videos. 
Recently, I seldom getting the educative videos directly, but I always apply my 
knowledge and experience I got when joined the workshop in my listening class.” 
(Interview/LecturerSh/R8) 
 
Lecturer Sh also mentioned that he joined the last workshop around 2-3 years 
ago and he never follows the workshop or training again. The workshop that he 
ever joined was Active Learning Program as the data below: 
“It is around 2-3 years ago. For this year, I did not join the workshop. The workshop 
I ever joined was Active Learning Program.” (Interview/LecturerSh/R12)] 
 
In conclusion, lecturer Sh and lecturer Hw considered workshop and training 
as one of the factors that affect their beliefs in using authentic materials. However 
they rarely upgrade their knowledge by joining the workshop and training. They 
followed the last workshop around 2-3 years ago. 
 
3) Teaching Experience 
The third factors that affected the teachers’ beliefs to use authentic materials 
were teaching experience. The data were taken from interview and questionnaire. 
Both lecturers (lecturer Hw and lecturer Sh) agreed that teaching experience was 
the main factor that affect their beliefs. The result of questionnaire showed that 
lecturer Hw had teaching experience for 17 years in Muhammadiyah University of 
Surakarta. By considering her experience in teaching, certainly her experience 
would shape her belief about teaching and learning in listening class. From this 
point, she described her teaching experience that affected her belief as below: 
 
“Definitely I applied my personal experience. My experience in teaching listening 
for all these years made me learn which one is good for teaching listening and which 
one is not good.” (Interview/LecturerHw/R14) 
 
Lecturer Sh also pointed out that his teaching experience affected his belief in 
teaching listening. According to the result of questionnaire, lecturer Sh had 
teaching experience for 22 years. He believed that his experience as during 22 
years had just shaped his belief. He also convinced that teaching experience was 
more contextual and situational to be implemented in his class. 
“The most important factor in teaching is my experience because it is more 




“Of course I implement my personal experience especially my teaching experience 
in teaching listening in the class.” (Interview/LecturerSh/R13) 
 
Generally, both lecturers (lecturer Hw and lecturer Sh) had the same belief 
that their teaching experience was the main factor that affected their belief in 
teaching listening. Experience for all the years had been shaped their belief, and 
then their beliefs were implemented in the teaching and learning process.  
Based on the explanation above, it could be concluded that the factors 
affected teachers’ beliefs on the use of authentic materials in teaching listening 
included easy access to get authentic materials, the availability of equipment, 
workshop and training, and teaching experience. The following was the table of 
the factors affected teachers’ beliefs on the use of authentic materials in teaching 
listening  
 
4 DISCUSSION OF THE RESEARCH 
After analyzing the data, the researcher found several issues related to this 
research. Those were (1) advantages of authentic materials, (2) kinds of authentic 
materials, (3) criteria for selecting authentic materials and (4) factors contribute to 
shape the teachers’ beliefs. 
4.1 Advantages of Using Authentic Materials 
Based on the research findings, lecturers believed that authentic materials 
brought many advantages to the teaching and learning process. Those advantages 
included that authentic material could motivate the students to listen the native 
speaker, the students could learn more about the native’s culture so they would get 
a lot of new knowledge by learning English using authentic materials, the students 
also got many new vocabularies from authentic materials, it could increase the 
students’ critical thinking and make the students became more enthusiasts and 
interesting. The finding is in the line with Azizah’s work (2016) that authentic 
materials bring reality into the class and have various advantages such as 
stimulating motivation, raising cultural awareness, giving real exposure, and 
enhancing creative teaching. This finding is also strengthened by Soliman’s work 
(2013) that students’ listening comprehension abilities, interest and motivation 
increased after exposure to authentic materials. This finding is also in accordance 
with the theory revealed by Erkaya (2005) that authentic materials can train the 
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students’ critical thinking toward what they hear, see or read. Critical thinking 
refers to thinking that requires careful judgments and the ability to interpret what 
one hears, sees or reads. 
Researcher assumed that this belief is in accordance with Azizah’s work 
(2016), Soliman’s work (2013) and Erkaya’s theory (2005) because they have the 
same belief that the use of authentic materials gives many advantages to the 
students and teachers in teaching English. 
Based on the classroom practices, researcher found that lecturer implemented 
authentic materials in teaching listening in which this authentic material brought 
some advantages. Researcher found that authentic material could train the 
students’ critical thinking, increase the students’ motivation, increase the students’ 
vocabulary, students’ pronunciation, and learn more about native’s culture and the 
students were getting a real illustration about the material. This finding is in the 
line with Arono’s work (2014) that interactive multimedia (authentic material) 
was effective learning media to improve students’ critical listening skill. This 
finding is also in accordance with Mandal’s work (2012) that authentic material 
increased motivation to learn in students, as well as a renewed interest in the 
subject matter, when students use authentic materials for the study of culture in 
the language classroom. As students gain more confidence working directly with 
authentic materials, they also report an increased understanding of the practical 
benefits of being able to use the language in real world scenarios. Moreover, this 
finding is supported by Mandasari’s work (2015) that authentic materials can 
introduce English to the students in the real context used by native speaker, 
improve students’ knowledge, improve students’ English competence in both 
spoken and written, improve student’ vocabulary, introduce the culture of native 
speaker, improve students’ listening ability, motivate students to learn, motivate 
students to learn autonomously and it is compulsory subject from the school.  
Based on the explanation above, researcher assumed that there is 
appropriateness between the finding of the current study and the finding of 
previous study and the theory because they have the same belief and practices that 
authentic materials give many advantages to the students and teachers in teaching 
English, especially for teaching listening. 
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There is also consistency between teachers’ beliefs and the classroom 
practices. Researcher assumed that lecturers have good understanding of the 
learning theory that affected by some factors to shape their beliefs, so that there is 
consistency between teachers’ beliefs and the classroom practices. 
 
4.2 Kinds of Authentic Materials 
This study found the beliefs on the kind of authentic materials used in 
teaching listening such as song, audio, video, movie, weather forecast, news 
broadcast, realia, TV commercials, slides, and announcement. This finding is in 
the line with Mamo’s work (2013) authentic material can be formed of teacher, 
friends, newspapers, TV programs, the internet, films, course books, novels, 
dictionaries, radio, television, audio tape, video, song, film, public announcement, 
conversation, and so on. This finding is strengthen by the theory revealed by 
Hedge (2000) that the examples of authentic materials include newspapers, 
magazines, TV programs, radio talks, menus, news broadcast, brochures, audio, 
video, comics, novels, short stories, weather forecasts, realia and recipes. 
Researcher assumed that this belief is in the line with Mamo’s work (2013) 
and Hedge’s theory (2000) because they have the same belief to use the same kind 
of authentic materials in teaching listening.  
Based on the classroom practices, researcher found that lecturers only used 
some kind of authentic materials in teaching listening. Those were audio, video, 
song and movie. This finding is in accordance with Mandal’s work (2012) that 
authentic listening viewing materials includes TV commercials, quiz shows, 
cartoons, news clips, comedy shows, movies, soap operas, professional audio 
taped short stories and novels, radio ads, songs, documentaries, and sales pitches. 
The researcher assumed that this practice is in accordance with Mandal’s 
work (2012) because both of them use the same kind of authentic materials in 
teaching listening. However, Mandal’s work (2012) uses more kind of authentic 
materials.  
Based on the explanation above, researcher found that there is inconsistency 
between teachers’ beliefs on the kinds of authentic materials they used and the 
classroom practices. Researcher assumed that this inconsistency happened 
because of lecturers’ vague knowledge of the teaching theory. It can also be 
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caused by the time limitation for finding many kinds of authentic materials 
because of lecturers’ business.  
 
4.3 Criteria for Selecting Authentic Materials 
Based on the research finding, lecturers believed that in choosing a good 
authentic material in teaching listening should apply some criteria for selecting 
authentic materials. There are some criteria for selecting authentic materials found 
in this research finding. Lecturers believed that the materials used should be 
appropriate with the students’ need, the difficulty’s level, students’ proficiency 
level, students’ interest, the learning objectives, the students’ age, and the material 
should meet the specific targets, social value, university environment and moral 
value. This finding is in the line with the theory revealed by Oguz and Bahar 
(2008) pointed out that criteria for selecting authentic materials such as learners’ 
age, level, interests, needs, goals, and expectation must always be met. This 
finding is also in corresponding with the theory revealed by Karpova (1999) that 
teacher should use some criteria for selecting the material such as learning 
environment that provided must in a way encourage risk taking and idea sharing, 
authentic materials must be a reflection of social values and attitudes, authentic 
materials must further learners’ cultural, sociolinguistic, and paralinguistic 
awareness.  
Researcher assumed that this belief is in agreement with Oguz and Bahar 
(2008) and Karpova (1999). They have the same belief to use the same criteria for 
selecting authentic materials. It is important to use the best criteria for getting the 
best materials to teach listening.  
Based on the classroom practices, researcher found that lecturers used some 
criteria for selecting authentic materials that would be used in delivering listening 
materials in the classroom. Lecturers chose the authentic materials based on the 
level of students’ ability, students’ interest, the level of difficulty, the clarity of the 
sound and focus on students’ centeredness. This finding of research is also in 
contrast with Mandasari’s work (2015) that for selecting authentic materials 
should meet the objectives of the lesson, determine the level of learners, and cover 
linguistic background which influences classroom management, the selection of 
tasks, the sequencing and execution of tasks. 
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Researcher assumed that the classroom practice in the current study is not in 
the line with the classroom practices in the previous study because they use 
different criteria for selecting authentic materials in teaching listening. The 
selection of tasks is one of important criteria for selecting authentic materials 
where this criterion is not done by lecturers in the current study. 
Based on the explanation above, there is inconsistency between teachers’ 
beliefs and the classroom practices on the use of some criteria for selecting 
authentic materials. Researcher assumed that this inconsistency happened because 
of lecturers’ vague knowledge of the learning theory. Lecturers believed that they 
used many criteria for selecting authentic materials, in fact they could not do all of 
those criteria in the classroom.  
 
4.4 Factors Contributing to Shape the Teachers’ Beliefs 
The last part of the research finding was factors contributes the teachers’ 
belief on the use of authentic materials in teaching listening involving (a) 
Teachers’ experience as language learner, (b) workshop/training and (c) teaching 
experience. 
1) Teachers’ Experience as Language Learner 
Based on the research finding, researcher found that all lecturers agree that 
teacher’ experience as language learners is one of the factor that shape their 
beliefs. They observed and followed how the way their lecturers taught when they 
were in college. Their lecturers were very inspired them in teaching listening and 
would be a better lecturer. So, they followed the way their lecturers delivered 
listening materials in the classroom. 
This finding is in accordance with Kindsvatter, Willen, and Ishler in 
Zacharias (2012) that one of factors that shaping teachers’ belief is teachers’ 
personal experience as language learners. This factor contributes a significant way 
to the development of teachers’ personalities which in turn influences to the 
development of their beliefs. All teacher have undergone a phase in which they 
were as learners and reflections about how they were taught contribute to shape 
their beliefs about teaching. 
Researcher assumed that personal experience as language learner is 
influencing the teachers’ beliefs. Personal experience is the best way for learning 
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how to teach English in the best way. When lecturer studied in college, they 
observed how their lecturer delivered listening materials using enjoyable materials 
such as authentic materials and this way success to make the students felt enjoy 
and interesting in learning English. So, it was very inspired the lecturer to do the 
same way in teaching listening using authentic materials. 
 
2) Workshop/Training 
According to research finding, lecturers believed that workshop and training 
as the factor that affect their beliefs. They believe that since attending the 
workshop when they were a college student until they had become a teacher, they 
got knowledge and experience on how to deliver listening materials using 
authentic materials in a good way. They also believed that the workshop gave 
benefits to them such as they got many experience and knowledge about how to 
deliver listening materials with enjoyable way. Sometimes they also got some 
authentic materials from the workshop or training.   
This finding is in agreement with Marati (2014) stated that beliefs are formed 
by several different factors that can makethem difficult to change, one of them is 
teacher training; where they got some experiences thatcan shape their new sets of 
beliefs and practices considering their teaching andthus can modified their former 
beliefs. 
Researcher assumed that workshop and training is much needed for lecturer 
since the government always changes the curriculum so many times. They can get 
much knowledge and experience from it. So, it will increase lecturers’ skill in 
teaching and material development especially. 
 
3) Teaching Experience 
Based on the research findings, teaching experience also contributes to shape 
the teachers’ beliefs. Both lecturers, lecturer Hw and lecturer Sh, believed that that 
teaching experience is the primary factor that affect their beliefs. Teaching 
experience in their own class also allow them to experience what kind of material, 
what criteria for selecting authentic material, and what listening assessment work 
best in their class, then helping them to develop particular pedagogical beliefs. 
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Through teaching experience, lecturers can learn how to deliver listening 
materials using authentic materials in a good way. 
That is in the line with the theory revealed by Robson (2002: 95-113) that 
teachers might have been influenced by the way they themselves acquired work-
related knowledge in their first occupations, although without direct observation 
of their practice, it was impossible to confirm this. This finding is also supported 
by Borg and Phipps (2009: 381) he conclude that the dichotomy of beliefs and 
practices may stem from teachers’ professional course work and prior experiences 
inside and outside school with teaching. 
Researcher assumed that teaching experience is the primary factor that affects 
the teacher’s beliefs. Teacher who had taught in many years would have many 
experiences in teaching English about how to choose an appropriate authentic 
materials for teaching listening, how to apply the appropriate criteria for selecting 
authentic materials, how to deliver listening materials in a good way and many 
others. So there is no limited time for learning since the education will always 
develop.   
 
5 CONCLUSION  
Based on the result of the research, researcher summarized that there is 
inconsistency between teachers’ beliefs and the classroom practices and the 
theory. They reflected their beliefs on advantage of authentic material but their 
beliefs do not reflected on criteria for selecting authentic materials and kinds of 
authentic material. This inconsistency happened because of lecturers’ vague 
knowledge of the authentic material. The teachers’ beliefs were strongly affected 
or shaped by some factors such as lecturers’ experience as language learners, 
workshop and training and teaching experience. The last, it can be concluded that 
the stronger beliefs that the teachers hold, the more consistent beliefs will be. Due 
to the fact, a lecturer must develop the positive beliefs about the use of authentic 
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